Fruit of the Spirit

Against such things there is no law.
Galatians 5:22-23

Love: Emotion or Commitment
But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faith, gentleness, self-control.

Against such things there is no law.
Galatians 5:22-23

Love: Emotion or Commitment
Hosea
(Hosea 1:1-11; 3:1-5)

Sin **DESTROYS**
(Hosea 1:1-11)

Salvation **COMES**
(Hosea 3:1-5)
Jesus (John 8:1-12)

When we take our **FOCUS** off God, even the **LAW** loses its bearings (v.5)

A heart of **FLESH** deals in **STONES** not forgiveness (v.7 & 10-11)

Walk in the **LIGHT** & have **LIFE** (v.11-12)
What about you?

Is your love based on selfish benefits?

Is your love reflective of God’s love?
Fruit of the Spirit

Against such things there is no law.
Jesus (Matthew 5:43-48)

i. Loving others, especially our enemies sets apart from others & aligns us with the holiness of the Father

ii. We are one of God’s blessings on the world: the sun, rain & the believer

iii. Love means giving of our possessions

iv. Love means giving of ourselves